Given that the equipment for the semiconductor packaging line adopts the fixed grouping production method, thus failing to dynamically match the processing task demand capacity, in the present study, we proposed a semiconductor bonding equipmentgrouping method based on processing task matching. This method sets the device group closed position constraint and the matching constraint between the device type and the processing type and uses the graph theory method to establish the device grouping model. The dynamic grouping of equipment under the capacity demand of different processing tasks was achieved by changing the relationship matrix between devices. The drawback of this grouping method is rather large grouping deviation, which we tried to solve with the clustering by fast search and find of density peaks (CFSFDP) that was added to cluster the sets of attribute information of the devices so as to obtain the maximum number of grouping groups obtained to reduce the grouping deviation. Simulation comparison experiments were carried out under different circumstances considering the size of the formation, the distribution of demand capacity, and the coefficient of difference in demand capacity. Compared with the standard device grouping method, the grouping method based on semiconductor bonding equipment and CFSFDP algorithm for dynamic matching according to processing tasks had better performance in solving the dynamic grouping problem.
Introduction
Industry 4.0 has become the current trend of automation industries, which has great impacts on improving the reliability and operation performance of complex industrial systems. Therefore, it is paramount but challenging to develop effective techniques in modelling, monitoring, and control for complex industrial systems [1] . With the rapid development of artificial intelligence and the promotion of strategic emerging industries such as the Internet of Things, energy conservation and environmental protection, and new energy vehicles, the demand for semiconductors continues to increase. Semiconductor manufacturing mainly consists of three phases: chip design, front wafer fabrication, and back-end packaging testing. The process of semiconductor package testing is dicing, loading, bonding, plastic sealing, deflashing, electroplating, printing, cutting, molding, production requirements in the semiconductor field. Hsieh et al. [9] have developed the proposed WPH management system for semiconductor wafer Fabs, which is capable of estimating and monitoring equipment WPH by recipes in a sustainable manner. It is undeniable that its unique contribution, however, it has not solved the problem from the perspective of maximizing the utilization of processing capacity. In order to better match the equipment group and processing tasks, this paper establishes a mathematical model of equipment grouping. Mathematical modeling offers ways to gain deeper understanding of the interdependence between variables of the processes [10] .
Therefore, the current semiconductor package wire bonding equipment group cannot be dynamically matched with the processing task. At present, relevant papers have been used to model and control complex dynamic systems [11] . We proposed a grouping method of semiconductor bonding equipment based on clustering by fast search and find of density peaks (CFSFDP) for dynamic matching according to processing tasks. The method based on the processing task has foundations in graph theory. The equipment marshalling model implements equipment grouping under different processing tasks, and adds the CFSFDP algorithm to improve the equipment marshalling model, and to optimize the results of dynamic marshalling.
Semiconductor Bonding Device Grouping Method Based on Processing Task Matching
In actual production, the semiconductor equipment is produced according to a fixed grouping method, i.e., once the actual grouping is determined, the processing capacity of the grouping is also fixed. Although such a grouping method is easy to execute and manage, there are some problems [12] . For example, the production capacity of certain production equipment is wasted, leading to redundant production capacity. When several devices are organized into a single production unit, the group can only select one production unit to process the wafer given that the wafer is inseparable, which in turn wastes the production capacity of the other devices during the same processing time. If grouping was made according to the production capacity of the production task, it would increase the utilization rate of the production equipment, thereby improving the efficiency of the entire production line. Based on the equipment grouping method of processing task capability matching, the equipment can be grouped according to the production capacity requirements of the production tasks, effectively cooperating with the production beat to improve the equipment utilization rate, and adapt to the dynamic changes of production tasks and resource capabilities. Among them, the following restrictions are imposed on the equipment to be grouped:
(1) The process requirements for equipment processing in a group are the same.
(2) Equipment types within the group should be identical or equipment within the group should be able to process the same type of product.
(3) In order for workers to operate the control device, the grouping device must be an adjacent device, and the area constructed by the grouping device cannot enclose other grouped devices or ungrouped devices inside the region.
(4) The processing capacity generated by the equipment group should match the processing capacity required by the processing task.
Equipment Marshalling Process
The flow of the bonding device grouping method based on the processing task [13] matching semiconductor package line is as shown in Figure 1 below: Figure 1 . Flow chart of semiconductor bonding equipment grouping method based on processing task matching.
Step 1: The minimum penalty value obtained by equipment grouping to provide capacity and processing task demand capacity matching is the optimization goal of equipment grouping.
Semiconductor manufacturing mainly consists of three phases: chip design, front wafer fabrication, and back-end packaging testing. The process of semiconductor package testing is dicing, loading, bonding, plastic sealing, deflashing, electroplating, printing, cutting, molding, visual inspection, finished product testing, packaging, and shipping. Semiconductor manufacturing is a dynamic and continuous process, so the time-limited cost of the bonding process segment cannot be derived separately. The utilization rate of the equipment can only be measured by considering the difference in the capacity of the equipment provided by the difference between the capacity provided and the capacity required. Step 1: The minimum penalty value obtained by equipment grouping to provide capacity and processing task demand capacity matching is the optimization goal of equipment grouping.
Semiconductor manufacturing mainly consists of three phases: chip design, front wafer fabrication, and back-end packaging testing. The process of semiconductor package testing is dicing, loading, bonding, plastic sealing, deflashing, electroplating, printing, cutting, molding, visual inspection, finished product testing, packaging, and shipping. Semiconductor manufacturing is a dynamic and continuous process, so the time-limited cost of the bonding process segment cannot be derived separately. The utilization rate of the equipment can only be measured by considering the difference in the capacity of the equipment provided by the difference between the capacity provided and the capacity required.
Insufficient capacity is provided by the equipment group matching the processing task W P .
Capacity redundancy is provided by the device group that matches the processing task W P .
EC p = max 0, gma p − gw p (2) gw p indicates the equipment capacity required for the processing task p. gma p indicates the processing capability of the equipment group matched by the processing task where p can provide, p ∈ {1, 2, L, PN}.
The punishment sum of equipment grouping and processing tasks.
α p indicates the penalty for the capacity of the processing task p β p indicates the redundancy penalty for capacity of the processing task p.
Step 2: Using graph theory to simplify the representation of a device as a node on a two-dimensional plane [14] , abstracting all device points of this process into n rows and m columns of device matrices. m i,j represents a device of the i − th row and the j − th column. 
Step 3: All devices are connected by wires to form a network structure with device as node [15] . As shown in Figure 2 , the association coefficient between the devices is randomly generated and represented by 0 and 1. The "0" indicates no association between the devices, i.e., the two devices are not in one group, and the "1" indicates the existence of an association, i.e., the two devices are edited in a group [16, 17] . 
p gw indicates the equipment capacity required for the processing task p . p gma indicates the processing capability of the equipment group matched by the processing task where p can provide,
 indicates the penalty for the capacity of the processing task p p  indicates the redundancy penalty for capacity of the processing task p .
Step 2: Using graph theory to simplify the representation of a device as a node on a twodimensional plane [14] , abstracting all device points of this process into n rows and m columns of device matrices. i,j m represents a device of the i th  row and the j th  column. 
Step 3: All devices are connected by wires to form a network structure with device as node [15] . As shown in Figure 2 , the association coefficient between the devices is randomly generated and represented by 0 and 1. The "0" indicates no association between the devices, i.e., the two devices are not in one group, and the "1" indicates the existence of an association, i.e., the two devices are edited in a group [16, 17] . Step 4: According to the association coefficient between the devices, the device grouping row association matrix LR and the column association matrix LC are established by using the adjacency matrix, and the temporary device grouping G is established.
The correlation matrix LR between rows is as shown in Equation (5), and r ij l , represents the Step 4: According to the association coefficient between the devices, the device grouping row association matrix LR and the column association matrix LC are established by using the adjacency matrix, and the temporary device grouping G is established.
The correlation matrix LR between rows is as shown in Equation (5), and l r i,j represents the row correlation coefficient between the i − th row and the i + 1 − th device of the j − th column. When l r i,j is "1", it means that two adjacent devices are associated and can be grouped together. On the contrary, l r i,j takes "0" to indicate no association. The correlation matrix LC between the columns is as shown in Equation (6) .
The associated device is grouped into a device group by the generated row and column association matrix. A temporary group number g t is assigned to indicate the group number of the t − th device group. GN represents the maximum group number for all groups.
Step 5: Correct the group association relationship. The temporary coding matrix of equipment grouping obtained in Step 4 may have a condition that conforms to the grouping rules but does not meet the actual grouping requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to correct the grouping relationship by employing the line scan and the column scan detection using the temporary group number g t of each group identification in Step 4.
Line detection starts from the 1st line and detects the nth line stop. It is necessary to check whether the correlation coefficient of each line is correct. According to the Equation (7), if the device group number g i,j of the i − th row and the j − th column is equal to the device group number g i,j+1 of the i − th row and the j + 1 − th column, the device row association relationship l c i,j is "1". If it is "0", it should be set to "1".
Column detection starts from the 1st column and detects the n − th column stop. It is necessary to check whether the correlation coefficient of each column is correct. According to the Equation (8), if the device group number g i,j of the j − th column and the i − th row is equal to the device group number g i+1, j of the j − th column and the i + 1 − th row, the device column association relationship l r i,j is "1". If it is "0", it should be set to "1".
Step 6: Closed position constraint refers to a device group or other device group that does not belong to this group is included in a two-dimensional plane. Such a completely enclosed relationship can be understood as a closed position. Constraint detection of device grouping. Constraint detection is divided into device group closed position relationship constraint detection and device type and processing type matching constraint detection. If any constraint detection fails, the grouping result is invalid, and the grouping step returns to Step 3. The enclosed area formed by the grouping device cannot contain devices that do not belong to the device group, nor can it contain another independent device group. If such a grouping situation exists, the jurisdiction of the two equipment group managers overlaps, causing confusion in the production management organization.
To determine whether the device is completely in the closed range of the grouping, it is necessary to perform row detection and column detection according to the grouping relationship in the device grouping matrix G. If it is detected that a closed area formed in a device group contains devices that are not in this group, it is considered that the device grouping is unreasonable, and the temporary device grouping needs to be re-established. This inspection process needs to determine whether the grouping result is reasonable based on the results of the row and column test.
When the grouping information of the group to which the device of the i − th row and the j − th column belong is the same as the grouping number of the t − th group, gz t,i,j is equal to "1", otherwise it is equal to "0". F t,i indicates whether the i − th row of the t − th device group contains devices that do not belong to the t − th group. When the value is "1", it means the device is not included, and when it is "0", it means that it contains equipment that does not belong to the t − th group.
F r t indicates the result of row detection by the t − th device group. The value of F r t is "0", indicating that the t − th device group has detected that there are non − t − th grouped devices in a certain device after the line detection. F c t indicates the result of column detection by the t − th device group. If F c t is "0", it indicates that the t device group is detected by column and there is a non − t group device in a column device.
F t indicates whether the closed area of the t − th equipment group contains equipment that is not in this group. If F t is "0", it indicates that the F r t row detection result of the t − th device group and the F c t column detection result simultaneously determine the device having the non − t − th group in the group.
F indicates that the device grouping result satisfies the device location constraint. When all device groupings constitute a closed area, none of the non-grouped devices are included, and F is equal to "1". (2) Constraint detection matching device type and processing type
The processed product type is represented by k x , a total of K N product types. The device type is represented by K N , which is a total of KN device types. The relationship matrix Kk whose product type matches the device type can be expressed as Equation (13) . When Kkl K y, k x is "1", the product type matches the device type. If it is "0", the two do not match.
The matching relationship matrix MK between the device and the device type is as shown in Equation (14) . MKl i,j,y indicates the matching relationship between device type and device. MKl i,j,y equals "1" to indicate that the device matches the device type. If it is "0", the device does not match the device type.
Mk indicates that the device and product type matching relationship matrix is as shown in Equation (15) , which is obtained by multiplying the product of MK and Kk.
For the device group g t , the device set contained in the group is represented by Mg t = M i,j g i,j = g t . If g t and product type k x are grouped for any device, and Mg t is included in Mk x and k x belongs to k, the device grouping matches the device type and the processed product type matching constraint. If the constraint is not met, it is necessary to return to Step 3 to re-establish the correlation coefficient between the devices.
Step 7: Matching of equipment grouping and processing tasks (1) Capacity provided by equipment grouping
The processing speed matrix V is constructed according to the relationship matrix Mk where the device matches the product type. v i,j,x is defined as the processing speed of the k x type product by the device in the i − th row and the j − th column.
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A matrix is constructed based on product type to provide capacity matrix Gga, where ga t,k x indicates that the equipment group g t produces the processing capacity of the k x type product,
(2) Demand capacity of processing tasks
The processing task set is represented by W p ,W p = W p p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , PN} .W p represents the p − th processing task, the product type of the p − th processing task is represented by K p , and the product type set constituting the processing task is represented by KP, KP = K p p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , PN} . The set of processing tasks for product type k x is represented by WP x ,WP x = W p k x = k p , p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , PN} , and WP x ⊆ WP, gw p indicates the demand capacity of the p − th processing task, and the processing task demand capacity set is represented by GW,GW = gw p p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , PN} .
(3) Equipment grouping matching the processing task
The total number of production equipment marshalling GN should be greater than or equal to the total number of tasks to be assigned PN. The number of selectable device groups corresponding to the product type k x should be greater than or equal to the number of tasks in the processing task set whose product type is k x .
The matrix matching the processing task demand ability and the equipment group capability is represented by Gamc. Gamc = gw p , gma p p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , PN} .gma p indicates the processing capacity of the equipment group, gw p indicates the demand capacity of the processing task. The PN processing tasks are assigned to the equipment group. It is necessary to sort the processing task W p according to the descending order of the required task capacity GW. Then it is necessary to obtain the sorted device task collection queue W p and the product type sequence k p corresponding to W p .
According to the relationship matrix Mk matched by the device and the product type, the device group capable of processing the product is selected by the product type of the processing task, and the matching relationship matrix Gk of the device grouping and the product type are constructed.
The element gkl t,x in the matrix Gk indicates the matching relationship between product type and device grouping. Its value of "1" means that the device group g t contains the device that satisfies the matching relationship between the device type and the product type.
When the device group is not assigned a task in the initial state, all as t is 1. The processing product type is k p and processing task is W p . Selected device grouping is set as Gg k p , and each device group is calculated in Gg k p . The processing capacity and the established Gg k p corresponds to the equipment group capacity set Gga k p ,Gga k p = ga t,k x gkl t,k x = 1, as t = 1, k x = k p , t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , PN} . ga t,k x is the processing capability of equipment group g t to produce k x type products. When Gg k p is not an empty set, the processing task W p should be assigned to Gga k p . The device group with the largest processing capability in the set is represented by gma p ,gma p = ga q,k p q = min t max Gga k p . The task W p is matched to the device group g q , where q = min t max Gga k p , and the row corresponding to the g q in the matrix corresponds to as q = 0, indicating that the device group was assigned tasks. When the next task matches, the device group no longer participates in the matching of devices and tasks. After all the processing tasks are matched, the device group capability matching set Gamc and the device group matching set Gmc are matched with GW and W p . Then, according to the order of the original processing task WP the equipment group matching set Gmc matching the order of the processing tasks is obtained, Gmc = W p , g q p ∈ {12, . . . , PN}, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , GN} . The processing task requirement capability and the device group capability matching set Gamc corresponding to the device group matching set Gmc are obtained.
Step 8: The optimization goal of device grouping is the penalty value f o minimum for device grouping and processing tasks. If the optimization range is satisfied, the temporary grouping result is saved. If the requirement is not met, the process returns to Step 3 until the maximum number of iterations is reached, and the grouping corresponding to the minimum penalty value is stopped as the final grouping result.
Analysis of Equipment Grouping Methods Based on Processing Task Matching
Compared with the prior art, the grouping method has the following advantages:
(1) The concept of directed graph in graph theory is used to abstract the device set into a matrix, and to establish a device marshalling model, and change the adjacency matrix to change the relationship between devices.
(2) The situation of the device fixed grouping of the bonding process segment is changed, and the device can be dynamically grouped according to the released production task. In the process of grouping equipment, the equipment in the group is in a complete unicom area, which is convenient for the staff of the production line.
(3) The evaluation index of the capacity matching between the capacity provided by the equipment group and the processing task is established to better meet the purpose of matching the equipment grouping and processing tasks, and to ensure the rationality of the dynamic grouping results.
However, the proposed bonding device grouping method based on processing task matching semiconductor packaging lines is not without defects. For example, when the correlation matrix is generated. Since the correlation coefficient is 0 and 1 randomly generated by the rand function, the association relationship between the devices is random, and the devices that can be associated together and grouped together are also randomly combined. The randomness generated by the correlation coefficient may cause the generated temporary grouping number to be too large or too small, thus generating a grouping deviation. The grouping deviation refers to the absolute value of the difference between the number of groups obtained by the equipment grouping and the number of processing tasks. Too many groups may lead to devices with no processing tasks to match, thus wasting processing power. If the number of groups is too small or even smaller than the number of processing tasks, the grouping cannot be matched with the processing and production tasks. Considering that the production equipment itself has many characteristics, it can be clustered according to certain dimensions. Therefore, the density peak-based clustering method (CFSFDP) with better effect in unsupervised learning has been improved. In the paper, I made a modification and made a detailed explanation of the device grouping method improved by adding the CFSFDP algorithm. Therefore, based on the proposed grouping method, the CFSFDP algorithm is added to the divergence of the number of groups GN, and the reasonable range of the number of device groupings is obtained according to the attribute information of the device clustering. Attribute information refers to the self-contained attributes such as processing speed, device type, device location, and device parameters for different types of products.
Grouping Method of Semiconductor Bonding Equipment Based on CFSFDP Algorithm for Dynamic Matching According to Processing Tasks
Clustering is called unsupervised learning in the field of machine learning and pattern recognition. In the absence of prior knowledge, clustering classifies data according to the similarity between data objects. Usually, the similarity between data objects is the distance between data objects is determined. The CFSFDP clustering algorithm is based on the idea of density clustering. The implementation process is simple. Only the data object distance is calculated in the algorithm processing process, which greatly reduces the computational cost of the algorithm. The algorithm only has one parameter and does not require iteration. This algorithm is used to improve the device grouping method. Starting from the grouping deviation that has the greatest impact on the equipment grouping result, the effective range of the number of groupings is used to reduce the invalid grouping result and reduce the grouping deviation.
Overview of CFSFDP Clustering Algorithm
The CFSFDP algorithm [18, 19] is a clustering algorithm based on density peaks. The premise fora this clustering approach is mainly based on two assumptions: first, compared with other data points, the local density of the cluster center point is larger. Second, the distance between the cluster center and other points with higher local density is greater. The cluster center selected by the CFSFDP algorithm has a very large density, and the distance between different cluster centers is very far. This selection rule is consistent with the actual law. In the process of processing a large number of data sets, the superiority and simplicity of the algorithm are reflected.
For any data point x i , the data point local density ρ i and the point distance δ i are defined. The local density ρ i represents the number of data points in the data set S that is less than d c from the data point x i . The adjacent density point distance δ i represents the minimum distance between the point where the local density is greater than the local density of the data point x i and the x i point in the data set
For any point x i in the data set S = {x i } N i=1 , there exists (ρ i , δ i ), and a plane rectangular coordinate system is established, the abscissa is ρ, and the ordinate is δ. The (ρ i , δ i ) corresponding to each data point x i in the data set is drawn in the established plane rectangular coordinate system, and the clustering decision diagram of the data set is established. The description of the cluster center by the CFSFDP algorithm is available, and data points with large ρ and δ in the data set may become cluster centers.
Application of CFSFDP Clustering Algorithm in Equipment Marshalling Process
The attribute information of all devices are collected in a certain area of the bonding process segment, and the continuous attributes to create a new multi-dimensional data set are selected, and the CFSFDP algorithm is used to cluster the data sets. After clustering, several clusters are automatically generated. The number of classes can provide a constraint range for the number of GNs generated in the device grouping process, and reduce the grouping bias. Figure 3 shows improved device grouping flow chart. Through the CFSFDP algorithm, the devices in the bonding process are automatically clustered, and the maximum number of clusters GN is generated by the number of clusters generated by the clustering result. Taking a small-scale device group as an example, a 4 × 5 device group is selected, and the collection device information is organized into an input data set. The CFSFDP algorithm reads the information of each device and numbers them according to the input order, and saves the attribute information of multiple dimensions. The Euclidean distance between the devices in all bonding process segments is then calculated and a similarity matrix is formed. The parameter c d is determined according to the number of data points of the data set, and the local density i  of each data point and the relative density point distance i  are calculated. γ i is a value obtained by multiplying the local density i  corresponding to all data points by its corresponding relative density point distance i  , and then grading the γ i in descending order. Then, through the principle of decision graph, several data points with relatively large local density  and relative density point distance  are selected as the cluster center of clusters [18] . A reasonable range of the number of Through the CFSFDP algorithm, the devices in the bonding process are automatically clustered, and the maximum number of clusters GN is generated by the number of clusters generated by the clustering result. Taking a small-scale device group as an example, a 4 × 5 device group is selected, and the collection device information is organized into an input data set. The CFSFDP algorithm reads the information of each device and numbers them according to the input order, and saves the attribute information of multiple dimensions. The Euclidean distance between the devices in all bonding process segments is then calculated and a similarity matrix is formed. The parameter d c is determined according to the number of data points of the data set, and the local density ρ i of each data point and the relative density point distance δ i are calculated. γ i is a value obtained by multiplying the local density ρ i corresponding to all data points by its corresponding relative density point distance δ i , and then grading the γ i in descending order. Then, through the principle of decision graph, several data points with relatively large local density ρ and relative density point distance δ are selected as the cluster center of clusters [18] . A reasonable range of the number of groups of these devices is obtained, and used as a condition to judge whether the temporary grouping is reasonable and effective.
As shown in the decision diagram of Figure 4 below, the local density ρ is the coordinate axis x, and the relative density point distance δ is the coordinate axis y. The local density ρ i and relative density point distance δ i of these 20 devices are represented in the decision graph. The cluster center selected according to the CFSFDP algorithm is based on the principle that the density of the data points is very large and the distance between different cluster centers is very far. From 20 data points, a data point having a large local density compared with other data points and a large distance from other points with higher local density is found as the cluster center point of the 20-device data. According to Figure 4 , the selected data points 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, and 15 are points at which the local density ρ i and the relative density point distance δ i are simultaneously large. The product γ i of the local density ρ i corresponding to the 20 data points and the relative density point distance δ i are arranged in descending order shown in Figure 5 . In the screening of cluster centers, it mainly depends on two important parameters, local density ρ and distance δ of adjacent density points. The larger the product of the two, the more likely it is to become the center of the cluster. The product's product is obtained in descending order, and it can be seen that the falling slope has a distinct "inflection point". According to the cluster center map, the three points of 4, 6, and 11 have made significant changes in both the slope and the cluster center weight. For the cluster center, the weight of the cluster center has a very small number and the value is obviously large. As the weight of the cluster center decreases, the weight of the cluster center becomes slower and the value becomes smaller. The weight of the cluster center in the non-cluster has a large number, the value is obviously small and the difference between the points is small. Therefore, these three points may belong to the cluster center. Then, the average value α is obtained for the cluster center weight γ of all points, and the γ i corresponding to each data point is compared with α. When γ i is greater than α, the corresponding data points are used as the cluster center. The cluster center weight γ of point 4 is lower than the average value α, so it is excluded as the cluster center. The number of cluster clusters obtained is taken as the maximum number of device groups [20] .
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The simplified steps of the device grouping method improved by adding the CFSFDP algorithm are as follows.
p  indicates the penalty for the capacity of the processing task p . p  indicates the redundancy penalty for capacity of the processing task p .
Step 3: The collection device information is organized into an input data set, and the CFSFDP algorithm reads the information of each device and numbers them in the input order. The Euclidean distance between the devices in all bonding process segments is then calculated and a similarity matrix is formed. The parameter c d is determined according to the number of data points of the data After the temporary device group G is created, it is necessary to determine whether the number of groups conforms to the maximum number of groups generated by the CFSFDP algorithm and the number of groups formed by the number of work tasks. If the grouping range requirements are met, the steps to modify the grouping data are performed. If they are not met, the relationship matrix is regenerated.
α p indicates the penalty for the capacity of the processing task p. β p indicates the redundancy penalty for capacity of the processing task p.
Step 3: The collection device information is organized into an input data set, and the CFSFDP algorithm reads the information of each device and numbers them in the input order. The Euclidean distance between the devices in all bonding process segments is then calculated and a similarity matrix is formed. The parameter d c is determined according to the number of data points of the data set, and the local density ρ i of each data point and the relative density point distance δ i are calculated, and the product γ i of the local density ρ i corresponding to all data points and the relative density point distance δ i is descended. Then, through the principle of decision graph, several data points with relatively large local density ρ and relative density point distance δ are selected as the cluster center of the cluster, and then the reasonable number of groups of these devices is obtained.
Step 4: All devices are connected by wires to form a network structure with device as node. The association coefficient between the devices is randomly generated and represented by 0 and 1. The "0" indicates no association between the devices, i.e., the two devices are not in one group, and the "1" indicates the existence of an association, i.e., the two devices are edited in a group.
Step 5: According to the association coefficient between the devices, the device grouping row association matrix LR and the column association matrix LC are established by using the adjacency matrix, and the temporary device grouping G is established. 
Step 6: It is determined whether the temporary device grouping number GN is within the effective grouping number composed of the maximum number of groupings obtained by clustering and the number of processing tasks. If the thief continues to step 7 within this range, otherwise return to step 4 to re-establish the association.
Step 7: Correct the group association relationship. The temporary coding matrix of equipment grouping obtained in Step 5 may have a condition that conforms to the grouping rules but does not meet the actual grouping requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to correct the grouping relationship by employing the line scan and the column scan detection using the temporary group number g t of each group identification in Step 5.
Step 8: Closed position constraint refers to a device group or other device group that does not belong to this group is included in a two-dimensional plane. Such a completely enclosed relationship can be understood as a closed position. Constraint detection of device grouping. Constraint detection is divided into device group closed position relationship constraint detection and device type and processing type matching constraint detection. If any constraint detection fails, the grouping result is invalid, and the grouping step returns to Step 4. Constraint detection of closed position relationship by equipment grouping.
Step 9: Matching of equipment grouping and processing tasks (1) Capacity provided by equipment grouping A matrix is constructed based on product type to provide capacity matrix Gga, where ga t,k x indicates that the equipment group g t produces the processing capacity of the k x type product,
The processing task set is represented by W p ,W p = W p p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , PN} .W p represents the p − th processing task, the product type of the p − th processing task is represented by K p , and the product type set constituting the processing task is represented by KP, KP = K p p ∈ {1, 2, . . . PN} . The set of processing tasks for product type k x is represented by WP x ,WP x = W p k x = k p , p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , PN} , and WP x ⊆ WP, gw p indicates the demand capacity of the p − th processing task, and the processing task demand capacity set is represented by GW,GW = gw p p ∈ {1, 2, . . . PN} .
(3) Equipment grouping matching the processing task The total number of production equipment marshalling GN should be greater than or equal to the total number of tasks to be assigned PN. The number of selectable device groups corresponding to the product type k x should be greater than or equal to the number of tasks in the processing task set whose product type is k x .
The matrix matching the processing task demand ability and the equipment group capability is represented by Gamc. Gamc = gw p , gma p p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , PN} .gma p indicates the processing capacity of the equipment group, gw p indicates the demand capacity of the processing task.
Step 10: The optimization goal of device grouping is the penalty value f o minimum for device grouping and processing tasks. If the optimization range is satisfied, the temporary grouping result is saved. If the requirement is not met, the process returns to Step 3 until the maximum number of iterations is reached, and the grouping corresponding to the minimum penalty value is stopped as the final grouping result.
Simulation Verification and Results Analysis

Simulation Experiment Design Related Information
The simulation experiment is divided into the comparison of the equipment grouping methods before and after the application of the processing task matching under different equipment scales, and the comparison of the equipment grouping methods before and after the application of the processing task matching with different discrete degree requirements. For the simulation experiment, we used MATLAB R2016a platform, with the following hardware parameters: CPU R 2.50 dual core and 4G memory.
The semiconductor industry is a dynamic production process, and there are many process segments. The bonding is only one process segment of the package test part, and the equipment of the bonding process segment is divided into multiple regions. This article only selects the equipment of a certain region. In the simulation experiment, the equipment was divided into three types: A, B, and C. The processing task product types were divided into two types: a and b. Type a products could only be processed by type A, and type B equipment, and type b products could only be processed by type B and type C equipment. The device grouping scale was divided into five types: 3 × 4 device group, 4 × 5 device group, 7 × 7 device group, 10 × 10 device group, and 15 × 15 device group.
Demand capacity was divided into dense and discrete according to the size of the difference coefficient [21] . The difference coefficient is the relative difference quantity, which can be used to compare the differences between data units, and can also be used to compare the differences of similar phenomena at different levels. The most commonly used coefficient of variation is proposed by Pearson (K.). The coefficient of variation removes the average standard deviation and multiplies it by 100% to form a percentage. The simulation experiment is carried out by selecting the demand capacity set of five different difference coefficients. The calculation formula is as follows, where S is the standard deviation and M is the average.
Definition of Evaluation Indicators
The production grouping deviation d is the difference between the number of equipment groupings GN and the number of processing tasks PN.
Since the production line requires that the product type that can be processed in the equipment group is the same as that of the processing task, and the equipment constructed by the grouping equipment cannot contain equipment or equipment groups that are not grouped, the resulting grouping result may not be detected by the constraint. The proportion of detection by constraint m indicates the ratio of the generated grouping result by the constraint detection, GN indicates the number of generating device grouping groups, and F g indicates the number of grouping groups that have not passed the constraint detection.
In actual production, production capacity redundancy can speed up production, but it can also lead to the waste of resources, and insufficient capacity allocation that can cause production delays. The optimal equipment grouping result is obtained when the penalty value for equipment grouping and processing tasks is the smallest. The device grouping and processing task penalty function is as follows [22] .
In the formula, α p indicates the penalty for the capacity of the processing task p. β p indicates the redundancy penalty for capacity of the processing task p.
Analysis of Experimental Results
In Tables 1-3 , method one represents semiconductor bonding device grouping method based on dynamic matching of processing task, method two represents method for grouping semiconductor bonding equipment based on CFSFDP algorithm for dynamic matching of processing tasks. Table 1 shows the experimental results of grouping equipment groups with different equipment scales based on the processing of job matching and the processing of the semiconductor bonding equipment based on the CFSFDP algorithm. Table 2 shows the experimental results of grouping device groups based on different device sizes when the internal data distribution of the demand capacity set is discrete. The experimental results show that under the demand capacity set with the same difference coefficient, the equipment scale remains unchanged, and the evaluation index of the semiconductor bonding equipment grouping method based on CFSFDP algorithm is better than the equipment grouping method before the improvement. Table 1 shows that after adding the CFSFDP algorithm, the grouping deviation d is reduced by about 24.4% on average, while from the Table 2 it can be seen that the grouping deviation d is reduced by about 35.6% on average. Before the device is grouped, the cluster of the device based on the density peak is obtained, as well as the cluster number of the device set. The maximum number of the device groups is obtained, thereby generating a reasonable range of device grouping. Therefore, the grouping deviation is reduced without changing the number of processing tasks. It can be seen from Table 1 that the coincidence rate r was increased by 1.3%, and the coincidence rate r in Table 2 was increased by 1.7% on average. The CFSFDP algorithm aggregates similar devices into one class, and reduces unreasonable grouping results. This increases the proportion of devices that are constrained by the closed area constraints and the matching of the equipment to the processed product type. The optimization goal of equipment grouping is to obtain the lowest penalty value for the equipment grouping and processing tasks. As is shown in Table 1 , the equipment grouping and processing task penalty and the value f o were reduced by 24.6% on average, and the f o in Table 2 was reduced by 22.6% on average. This shows that the difference between the capacity of the device group and the capacity required for the processing task is reduced after adding the CFSFDP algorithm and improving the processing task sequence. Moreover, the value of PC p and EC p are reduced, and equipment marshalling and processing tasks are better matched.
Comprehensive analysis of the data shown in Tables 1 and 2, reveal that under the same device grouping method, the size of the device may have a certain impact on the device grouping results. As shown in Figures 6 and 7 , following the increase of equipment scale, the grouping deviation, equipment grouping, processing task penalty and numerical value revealed a significant increase, and the coincidence rate had no obvious changes, indicating the dynamics of equipment grouping and processing tasks. The matching effect was worse, suggesting that the size of the device may affect the results of the device grouping.
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At present, the equipment in the workshop is equipped with wheels at the bottom, which can move the position according to production needs. Stationary grouping equipment usually adjusts the position every two days, which takes a certain amount of time. The equipment grouping method proposed in this paper can group equipment according to the processing task. The change of each grouping only changes the affiliation of the equipment, and does not need to change the position of the equipment. It only needs to be adjusted once a week, which greatly saves the time cost. Labor costs are basically unchanged here, because the managers in each area are a team. No matter how the devices in this area are grouped, the people who manage the area are not changed. At present, the equipment in the workshop is equipped with wheels at the bottom, which can move the position according to production needs. Stationary grouping equipment usually adjusts the position every two days, which takes a certain amount of time. The equipment grouping method proposed in this paper can group equipment according to the processing task. The change of each grouping only changes the affiliation of the equipment, and does not need to change the position of the equipment. It only needs to be adjusted once a week, which greatly saves the time cost. Labor costs are basically unchanged here, because the managers in each area are a team. No matter how the devices in this area are grouped, the people who manage the area are not changed. Table 3 shows the results of the semiconductor grouping method based on the processing task matching method and the processing task matching method based on the CFSFDP algorithm for the equipment of the same scale under the different discrete demand capacity. As shown in Figures 8-10 , as the demand capacity difference coefficient increases from 0.09 to 0.47, the penalty and value obtained by the semiconductor bonding device grouping method based on the processing task matching increase by 11.64%, and the grouping deviation increases. At 17.8%, the coincidence rate was reduced by 12.43%. The penalty and value of the semiconductor bonding equipment grouping method based on CFSFDP algorithm increased by 11.02%, the grouping deviation increased by 12.7%, and the coincidence rate decreased by 12.47%. This suggests that the experimental results of the device grouping method improved by adding the CFSFDP algorithm. Under the premise of the same equipment scale, the capacity of the equipment group remains unchanged and as the coefficient of difference in demand capacity increases, the greater the dispersion of demand capacity. The capacity redundancy after the matching is PC p or the capacity is insufficient EC p increases, resulting in the equipment grouping and processing task penalty and value gradually increasing, the utilization rate of the equipment is decreasing. The coincidence rate gradually increases to a certain range, and as the fluctuation of demand capacity increases, the downward trend begins to occur. The degree of dispersion is the degree of difference between the values of the observed variables. It is an indicator used to measure the magnitude of the risk. Here is the difference coefficient. Therefore, the degree of dispersion of demand capacity will also affect the effect of dynamic grouping of equipment. The device grouping method combined with the CPSFDP algorithm can reduce such effects.
As shown in Figure 11 , the penalty results obtained by the grouping of 4 × 5 device scales and the result of the smallest grouping are taken as an example. The figure shows that 20 devices are programmed into 5 production units, and the number of equipment groups is the same as the number of processing tasks. The grouping deviation is 0, and all the equipment is processed and produced. The device schematic reveals that the results of this grouping satisfy the closed constraint condition, and the equipment units do not cross each other. Also, the type A and type B equipment are programmed in one production unit to process the type a product, and the type B and type a equipment are programmed in one production unit to process the type b product, which conforms to the constraint of the matching relationship between the product type and the equipment type. Therefore, it is obvious that the semiconductor bonding equipment grouping method combined with CFSFDP algorithm can meet the actual production requirements, reduce the grouping deviation and improve the equipment utilization. As shown in Figure 11 , the penalty results obtained by the grouping of 4 × 5 device scales and the result of the smallest grouping are taken as an example. The figure shows that 20 devices are programmed into 5 production units, and the number of equipment groups is the same as the number of processing tasks. The grouping deviation is 0, and all the equipment is processed and produced. The device schematic reveals that the results of this grouping satisfy the closed constraint condition, Figure 10 . Comparison of the marshalling coincidence rate r of the pre-improvement and the improved grouping deviation rate r under different discrete-degree demand capacity. programmed in one production unit to process the type product, and the type and type equipment are programmed in one production unit to process the type product, which conforms to the constraint of the matching relationship between the product type and the equipment type. Therefore, it is obvious that the semiconductor bonding equipment grouping method combined with CFSFDP algorithm can meet the actual production requirements, reduce the grouping deviation and improve the equipment utilization. Analysis from the perspective of time cost and labor cost, the equipment in the workshop is equipped with wheels at the bottom at present, which can move the position according to production Analysis from the perspective of time cost and labor cost, the equipment in the workshop is equipped with wheels at the bottom at present, which can move the position according to production needs. Stationary grouping equipment usually adjusts the position every two days, which takes a certain amount of time. The equipment grouping method proposed in this paper can group equipment according to the processing task. The change of each grouping only changes the affiliation of the equipment, and does not need to change the position of the equipment. It only needs to be adjusted once a week, which greatly saves the time cost. Labor costs are basically unchanged here, because the managers in each area are a team. No matter how the devices in this area are grouped, the people who manage the area are not changed. In summary, saving time costs means improving equipment utilization rate.
In summary, the device grouping method based on processing task matching achieves flexible matching of equipment grouping and processing tasks, and generates dynamic grouping. Based on the CFSFDP algorithm, the processing method of the semiconductor bonding equipment matching method is based on the dynamic matching of the equipment capacity and the demand capacity, further reducing the grouping deviation, saving time costs, improving the equipment utilization rate and achieving the dynamic grouping.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a method for grouping semiconductor wire bonding equipment based on processing task matching. The basic process of building a semiconductor bonding equipment grouping model based on graph theory was discussed. We analyzed the number of groups in temporary groupings established following this method, given that a too large or too small of a number could lead to a defect causing grouping deviation. Aiming to solve this issue, before establishing the association relationship between devices in the device grouping method based on processing task matching, the CFSFDP algorithm was added to cluster the device attribute information sets and to obtain the maximum number of groups of device sets, so as to obtain the device group. Furthermore, the range constraint of the number of device groupings was obtained to reduce the grouping deviation.
Finally, the simulation experiments were carried out considering the size of the formation, the distribution of different demand capacities, and the difference coefficient of demand capacity. The experimental results showed that compared with the semiconductor bonding equipment grouping method based on processing task matching, the improved equipment grouping method with CFSFDP
